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About This Game

AirMech Command is the definitive Action/RTS experience in VR. With all new tactical room-space controls AND ground-
level flight controls, you can command troops and units from orbit, or grab the stick and pilot your AirMech directly. Play Solo,

Co-Op, or PVP with dozens of 'Mechs, customizable armies, and unlockable vanity items.

Every map is a new challenge, whether running missions to unlock new 'Mechs, or battling your friends. Capture bases to take
more ground. Build tanks, turrets, and soldiers then grab and deploy them with cutting edge hand controls that make RTS

gameplay smoother than ever. With Vive room-space, you're right in the middle of the action.

Want to pull the trigger yourself? Instantly enter your AirMech and pilot it directly. Hundreds of unlockable items, customizable
player avatars, and in-game chat make AirMech Command the ultimate Action/RTS multiplayer game you've been waiting for.

Key Features:

Unlock more than 50 unique AirMechs, each with flight and ground combat modes

Toggle between tactical strategy controls and ground-level flight controls instantly

Solo, PVP, and Co-Op play on any map

Room space and hand-controlled camera controls make put you in command

Customize your army loadout with dozens of different tanks, jeeps, turrets, soldiers, fliers and boosts
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Title: AirMech Command
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Carbon Games
Publisher:
Carbon Games
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: i5 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX970

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,German,Korean
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This is just a quick PSA to let players know this isn't a new game as much as it is a different set of arrangements of the same
game. This really should have been a DLC expansion rather than a separate title.

The new "Burst" modes as seen in the trailer omit bombs in favor of offensive gameplay using a new powerful weapon that
charges during the stage. Lives are also replaced by a shield system. The player starts with three charges, and getting hit
consumes one charge of the shield. Shields can be replenished with green "R" pickups in stages, but once the shield runs out,
getting hit again results in a Continue.

If you own the original game, pick it up on sale if you're up for more challenges. For new players, the choice is a bit less straight-
forward. I think it really comes down to preference. I recommend watching videos for both versions, and make a decision from
there.. yeh hard to drive going to refund but probaly wth a controler would be better cool rate ferly for my aswer pls thx
. NEPTUNIA COSTUMES

MUST BUY FOR ANYONE WITH GOOD TASTE. A lovely, and perhaps even atmospheric run through a scary encounter.
Great for a free2play, charming enough for that 3 dollar art book donation.. UNPLAYABLE!!! There is a huge bug in the game
that causes units to seem to stop, then reappear somewhere else on their planned path. Makes it impossible to play.....
It's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Edit: I sold it on Ebay for 40\u20ac so that's the only thing I can recommend to do with this junk.
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I'm sorry... But no... This is pathetic... Thank god I received it with a coupon, but even with that, it's sad...
Pro:
Has trading cards
con:
The rest (it shows I played 3-4 hours, but I just kept i running for the Pro I just mentioned )

XD sAlute!. Seems like I'm the only one around who knows what a good tactical shooter is. I like this one a lot. It's difficult on
solo but I enjoy that. I grew up on Tom Clancy and hell I read the goddamn books in high school. Likely even before half these
ignorant failures who trash this game were even born.

It's a simple game. I thought for sure the CoD strays could understand it but it appears I was very wrong. I do have some
friendly advice for these CoD kids... you may want to finish your home work earlier to practice this game before bed time. Red
Sabre actually takes skill to play... Not a good internet connection.. Here's a fun VR rail shooter that will take you back to killing
time in the movie theater lobby, only you are in the game! Simple controls, fun voice acting, fairly intense action. Replayability
hinges on how much you love the short experience.
It's super arcade-y, and that's just fine. Check it out.
. This is a tribute and throwback to the classic adventure games of last century. Unlike Heroine's Quest it is not also an
'affectionate parody' of the genre or the mythology it's based on. I bought it partly because I liked those games and it is fun to
play that way again. I also bought it in part because I really enjoyed the free Heroine's Quest but I don't want to join yet more
online services just to donate money.

While I enjoyed those old games, I wasn't very good at them and I played this using the walkthrough for the original edition of
this game. It worked quite well but for some reason the developers took it down. At any rate, I didn't get the full effect of
wandering around wondering what to do. The basis of these old-style adventure games was moving around and picking up or at
least looking at anything more pixellated than the painted backgrounds. Then you would apply the various items to the puzzles
you encountered and seeing what worked ... if you survived. This game doesn't have the hidden dangers the King's Quest series
was infamous for. You can usually see danger coming. However, it can usually also see you, so you are barred from saving until
you survive. You should save after anything important or that you just don't want to do again.

I quite enjoy this game. The Two Kingdoms of the title are the mortal kingdom of Theylinn and the Faerie Realm that co-exists
with it. Theylinn has requested aid from your group to help against an army of goblins. Then Theylinn's king is assassinated and
you are blamed. While the goblins and humans prepare for war, you investigate the murder and seek out the Faeries to resolve
things diplomatically. I enjoy the theme of seeking peace. I love elves so I quite enjoyed dealing with the faeries and seeing
their realm (although they rather exasperate the character you play). The game looks and sounds beautiful. The voice acting is
quite good. The first chapter especially wouldn't have such diplomatic tension or sarcastic humour if just left to the writing.

The main thing I didn't like was the cutscene mechanic. If you look in the Achievements you will see that there are 20 to try and
witness. Their purpose is partly to give you clues to the murder and partly to show that other characters are trying to affect the
situation, even if only you advance the plot. However, getting the cutscenes is a combination of finding the right trigger and
then, often, waiting for the cutscene to run by repeatedly entering and leaving a scene. If you didn't know they were a specific
thing to look for you could easily miss about a third of them. For that matter, you can easily lose some potential later actions by
simply solving puzzles 'too early', in chapter 4 rather than chapter 5, although you are more likely to lose story-only cutscenes.

I would recommend this. It might be a little short and a little random by modern standards, but it is more than just nostalgic fun..
Voices definitely enhance the experience so even if you can't purchase it immediately do consider getting at some point or
other.. DLC's are wayy too short.. not at all worth the 30 euro for reused assets everywhere.

2 - 10. Now, the flying scotsman is a real must-have for steam fans all over the world. while the sounds aren't great, the attention
to detail is awesome, and the fact that it comes with mk1's is even better, as you can never have too many coaches. and that
brunswick green livery is just lovely. if none of this review encourages you to buy this, i don't know what will. overall, 9\/10.. I
got this DLC in the complete pack. All off them suffer from the same flaws so this review is copied to all of them.

Now. The skins and weapons are totally fine. The problem here is the extreme pricing and the fact that this game has a modding
community with better, free, stuff. They even admit that a lot of this is made by said community. I as a console peasant and a
sucker did not get this simple fact and pronounced \u201cYes! I do want to pay more!\u201d.
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Don\u2019t be like me. Don\u2019t suck, blow\u2026 wait, what?. Pick a Hero

Pros:
Also allows the use of keyboard and gamepad
Hotseat for local game
Reminds you if you can still play
You choose cards you draw from multiple ones
2 lanes

Cons:
Bad UI, not seeing cards in hand easily
Some terrible cards, like 0 mana, deal 1 damage to random character, 1 mana 0\/1 in front dummie
You need to press I for card details to actually see what they do, might be faster to also allow this with right\/wheel click
Some spells are missing art
Hot seat doesn\u2019t have a confirmation button to prevent card seeing
Found an online game, but it just crashed, couldn\u2019t use external app to make a picture, but there it is makes one on F12: 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/profiles\/76561198027295232\/screenshot\/255957580511766410
Card browsing only works with a keyboard
Frustrating RNG, many cards deal damage to random characters, often hurting your units or hero

Overall the game isn\u2019t very good. RNG is annoying, cards are imbalanced and the multiplayer crashes often. There
doesn\u2019t seem to even be a deck editor. I do agrree with the people stating it needs a UI overhaul, the tutorial is a bit of a
mess as well and therefore doesn't really help with the UI.

The game is pretty much Hearthstone with some added tactics in that you have two lines of the field and "taunts" can only be
played on the front line, non-taunts ("in front" is the game's name of taunts) can only be played in the back row, the game never
tells us how many creatures each row can handle...

It is a game I know I'd like a whole lot if it got some polish as it is I would prefer to give it a sideways thumb but as it seems a
bit of a mess and there's no way to give it a sideways thumb I have to give it a thumbs down I'm afraid. (not going to go for a
refund though as I hope things will improve, it just takes a little bit of polish and that's it)
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